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line running down the stack is the group of 24 pipes leading to the pressure
gauge and the holes are located about 2 feet above the top of the pipes.
The stack at this point is 11.8 feet in diameter.

Space does not permit any detailed statement or comparison of the
results. A full account of the work is given in Research Paper 221 appear-
ing in the September, 1930, issue of the Bureau of Standards Journal of
Research. The general conclusions drawn from the tests may be stated as
follows:

1. The wind pressure on a chimney at a given wind speed is a function
of the ratio of the height of the chimney to its diameter and possibly also
of the roughness of its surface.

2. Experiments on small cylinders cannot be directly used to predict
the wind pressure on a full scale chimney because of the large scale-effect.

3. A wind pressure corresponding to 20 lbs. per square foot of pro-
jected area at a wind speed of 100 miles per hour is a safe value to use in
designing chimneys of which the exposed height does not exceed 10 times
the diameter.

4. The pressure may reach large values locally and this may need
consideration in the design of thin-walled stacks of large diameter.

5. Further experiments are necessary to obtain satisfactory information
as to the variation of wind pressure with the ratio of height to diameter.
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A projective geometry of paths was formulated first by T. Y. Thomas,'
and included the definition of a type of projective normal coordinates.
Veblen and J. M. Thomas2 proposed a system of such coordinates as
solutions of a certain system of partial differential equations in n dependent
variables. In §41 of my Non-Riemannian Geometry3 I showed that the
determination of these coordinates could be reduced to the solution of a
differential equation in one dependent variable. It is the purpose
of this note to give this equation another form and thence obtain the
explicit form of the expressions of general coordinates in terms of projec-
tive normal coordinates.

1. Consider an n-dimensional space V, of coordinates xi. We take
as the basic elements of V. the paths, that is, the integral curves of the
system of differential equations.
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di' {d2x} dxk day dxo IdYx dxk dxl
dt \dt2 k dt dO dt \ dt2 + 'dt dt(

where r1, are functions of the x's, and without loss of generality we take
ri% = ri. Throughout the paper we use the convention that when
the same index appears as a subscript and superscript in a term, as in the
case of k above, this term stands for the sum of terms as the index takes
the values 1 to n. The independent variable t in (1.1) is a general one and
equations (1.1) retain this form for any independent variable.

In order that a second set of functions r;'k define the same paths, we
have on subtracting (1.1) from similar equations in the r1's,

ijdxh dxk dx' -
O0, A ,= ah (ri, J- a) - ah (ri, r-

dt dt dt

Since these equations must be satisfied for every path, we must have

Ahkz + Aklh + A ,k = 0. (1.2)

Contracting these equations for i and h, we have

rk7 - 1 ($rhl + I rhk) = vid - +1 (skrh + 5;rhk) (1.3)
n+ n+ 1

When these conditions are satisfied, so also are. equations (1.2). If we
define functions 7rk by

IrkG = rk + 1 (airJ + sir'k), (1.4)

then the equations of the paths may be written

di (d2x+d j dx dx' dx' d2x+ dxk dx\ 0 (1.1')+tlrkl-H- - T-+7-- . (.'
dtdt2 ~dt dt / dt \d2 dtdt/

From (1.4) we have
7ria = O0 (1.5)

and from (1.3) we obtain 7rjk = 7nk. The functions irk, which accord-
ingly are independent of the choice of the r's subject to the relations (1.3),
we call the projective coefficients of connection, following T. Y. Thomas.'
When the coordinates xi are subjected to a general analytic transforma-

tion into coordinates x" and the equations of the paths in the new co-
ordinates are written

d-t (2i + ri dx dx)_\ dx" d~x ,.dx'k dx O
dt dt2 dt dt dt dte dt dti/

it can be shown that the 17's and 17"s are related by the equations
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62X"O h -a la bxto'-9 bx ax axa a
:i 7= ij-h aft- 4 - -, +- -. (1.6)

where cr a are defined in terms of r" by equations of the form (1.4), and
where we have put

0= logA, A= -, (1.7)
n+1 b'x

that is, A is the jacobian of the transformation.

For a coordinate system x' a parameter x can be chosen for each path
so that the equations of the path are

d2X1 dx' dXk
-2 + 7jk-- =0. (1.8)dx2 dx dx

We call x the projective parameter of the path for the x's, following T. Y.
Thomas.' By means of (1.6) we show that the projective parameter x'
for the same path in the coordinate system x'i is given by

X- X e2dx. (1.9)

We consider all the paths through a point P of coordinates 4o and with-
out loss of generality we choose the parameter x so that x = 0 at P. If we
assign coordinates y? at points of each path through P by means of the
equations

dx I (1.10)
\dx/o

we find,4 on expanding the solution of (1.18) as power series, that

i= 4 + (ri)oyyk) , - - (Gi. .jr)OY ..y ?Y +
2- ~~~~r

where the functions 7rj,...j2 are determinate functions of 7rk and their
derivatives of order r - 2 at most, and where ( )o indicates the value
at P.
Thus equations (L.11) are the equations of transformation of coordinates

x' and 9. These equations obtain within a domain about P such that no
two paths through P, which lie entirely within the domain, meet again in
the domain.
The transformation (1.11) belongs to the class of transformations of co-

ordinates related to the x's by equations of the form

s= 4t + y -i (74)0 k + s, (1.12)

where v4 are functions of the y's which with their first and second de-
rivatives vanish when the y's are zero. We have called any set of y's so
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defined projective coordinates,5 and have shown that because of (1.5) we
have

log A) = 0, (1.13)

where A is the jacobian by

From (1.10) we have

d2y'-?-~ys -,O dyi -s (1.14)
dx2 dx x

If we denote by -k the projective coefficients in the y's and remark that
x is not the projective parameter for the y's, it follows from equations of
the form (1.1') in the y's and from (1.14) that

-i .Jk -l j kTjkY =tikY Y (1.15)

Y Y
Expressing the x's as functions of the y's, we have that equations (1.8)

reduce to

(b i~+bIfaxhaxj )jkk

which because of equations of the form (1.6) are reducible to

(-hyiYk + 2yh aO0j)
h

=x°'

where 0 is given by (1.7) with A = . Since A is not equal to zero,

these equations are equivalent to

-hj k = 2yh o yj7jkY Y -~- .(1.16)

2. If so is any function of the y's and we put

(P+ o y; (2.1)
°by

we have
YJ = 2.yy, (2.2)

yJyk = y ( 21 bPy k) (2.3)
byj(-)Yk (P by
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If A denotes the jacobian | I we find that6
by

P
fn+ n + l log n+l. (2.4)

Denoting by Pjk the projective coefficients in the z's, we have from (2.3),
from equations of the form (1.6) in the z's and y's, and from (1.16)

y y6log (OillA2) + (n+ l)PJz$zk = 0,bnyJ

where A = Hence, if we choose the function so so that
by

2a- yj = A1-,X (2.5)

we have for the coordinates z' the equations

Pik Z Zk = 0. (2.6)

Because of (1.5) it follows from (1.11) that A is of the form

A= 1+aj~yiy+
2

Consequently, Al-n is of the form
2

AlanX = 1 + bjjayj + .. bi, *-. Oryx' ** ++*

and this expansion holds for the domain about P within which A 0.
A solution of (2.5) is given by

so= 1 -(bbij?yi + + 1b .). (2.7)

Making use of (1.10) we see that along each path through P the domain of
convergence of the right-hand member of (2.7) is the same as for the above

2

expression for Al-n. Consequently these two expansions have the same
domain.
From the form of equation (2.5) it follows that the general solution of

this equation is
So = ;P° + ', (2.8)

where T is an arbitrary homogeneous function of the first degree in the
y's. At P we have (p)o = 1 whatever be r. Then from (1.11) and (2.1)
we have
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(a~o=(aY')°= (YZ~o = (t)O = d.(2.9)
If any solution so of (2.5) is used in (2.1) to define coordinates z' and we

define a parameter z for each path by
x

z = -, (2.10)so

we have, in consequence of (1.14) and (2.2),

dz = +1' dz' = dy' (2.11)
dx (I' dz dx

and because of (1.14)

d = 0. (2.12)
dZ2

In view of this result and (2.6) we have that z defined by (2.10) is the pro-
jective parameter for the coordinates zi. Since (so)o = 1 and (4,)o = 1,

as follows from (2.5), we have from (2.11) that d) 1. Conse -

quently we obtain from (1.10), (2.1) and (2.10)

=i Zd (2.13)
dz o

If for any solution sp of (2.5) equations (2.1) are solved for the y's as
functions of the z's and these expressions are substituted in (1.1 1), the
resulting equations give the relations between the x's and the z's. In
order'that the latter be projective coordinates, it is necessary that

II 2X$ N (2Xi
(ayjby k O (bZibZk o

from which in consequence of (2.9) it follows that the solution sp must be
such that

i)2Z$
0.

* a~~yayk O
Since (p)o = 1, we have from (2.1) that we must have (-°) = 0.

This condition is satisfied by sp, defined by (2.7), and this is the only solu-
tion, because r in (2.8) being any homogeneous function of first degree in

the y's does not satisfy the condition (b.) = 0. Accordingly, if in (2.1)

we use the function ip, defined by (2.7), the coordinates zi' are such that
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(bz.log lzlOP=° (2.14)

as follows from (1.14). We call the z's, thus defined uniquely with respect
to the x's, the projective normal coordinates of the space corresponding to the
x S.

3. If we take another general coordinate system x'i and define projec-
tive coordinates z'i, with origin at P by means of the function so' analogous
to so defined by (2.7), then in consequence of (2.9) and (2.13) we have

(dx`) , (x" dx' dz) ,=a z}(_ _
dz'T ax= dz dz' o > Vz' OZ

where the constants a are defined by

(ajem)(3.1)

Between the projective parameters z and z' for the respective coordinate
systems zi and z't and the jacobian of the transformation of these co-
ordinates the following relation holds:7

dz az (3.2)

In consequence of (2.9)

(|as ) ( x ) t1a~6JZ 0x

Consequently we have
2

z'i =aJz~ A x+1,
z

Since the relation between the z's and z"s is independent of the paths, we
must have

2
ztAn~~~~~~l~(3.3)

z f
where f is a determinate function of the z's. Differentiating this equation
we have

dz' 1 _ f2fAf+l (3.4)
~~wiv ~ Am' (.4

From the above equations follow the equations
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,i __ji2z = . (3.5)
f

The jacobian of this transformation is8

6ZIa| (f f J)A. (3.6)
Then from (3.2), (3.4) and (3.6) we have

if f' = 1,

of which the general solution is 1 + a, where a is a homogeneous function
of the first degree in the coordinates z'. Consequently (3.6) reduces to

zI=z (1+ r)X+1 (3)

In consequence of (2.14), (2.9) and similar equations in the x"s and
z"s, of (3.7), and the law of multiplication of jacobians we have

a
glIax -Ooi log Iz O -(n + 1) bi) X

If then from the transformation of the x's and x"s we have constants aj
defined by

(alog | ax' |) -a (n + 1), (3.8)

we obtain (b.) = as. Put a = ai z + p, where p is a homogeneous

function of the first degree. Since we must have (a) = 0, it follows

that p = 0. Consequently the relation between the z's and z"s is the
linear fractional form

z= az' (3.9)

where c4 and ai are defined by (3.1) and (3.8), respectively.
4. In §2 it was seen that by taking for so any solution of equation

(2.5) the coordinates z' defined by (2.1) satisfy (2.6), (2.12) and (2.13).
We shall show that there is a solution s' of the equation in the y"s analogous
to (2.5) for which the coordinates z'i are given by (3.9).

If we proceed with the equations yl = x' in a manner similar to
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that which led to (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6), we get
2

xi An+' dx'1 p i 2
-- - I). An+',I

x x 2 Cii

i a. yi
p by/p=+1

(4.1)

(p a'p ) A

where p is a function of the y's. Moreover, since x and x'
tive parameters for the x's and x"s, we have7

i2dx' I)x'I,;Tdx= laxIdx bx

If we put

are the projec-

(4.2)

,p+ajy,y
*= aj~y'

(i not summed), (4.3)

where aj are any constants, because of (4.1) we have

sp= ajyj + pv.

In consequence of (4.1) we have

of(P = ai )y(e
i

a *-)<ys sYk

=4 p9jP Y
by~tlj

(4.4)

From (4.1) and (4.2) we have

| XI -AK)_,,A ax' b.y
') fl+ 6 ax Iay'

Hence from (4.4) and (2.5) we have

Ifyt Iax 2nl--ye bx

which is the analogous equation in the y"s. Using 'p' defined by (4.3)
in the definition of the z'i, we have the equations (3.9). Thus we have
general sets of coordinates satisfying (3.9) where aj are arbitrary constants.
But these are projective normal coordinates only when s, defined by (2.7),
and the analogous a' are used for the definition of z' and z", and the con-
stants aj are given by (3.8).
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Let I be an odd prime and r = e2iT/l; I = (1 -a); k the field defined
by t and w and 0 integers in k prime to I. Then one way of expressing
the norm residue symbol for the field k is

where

P =_ -lI(6) N(w) - 1 + 1(c) N(O) - 1

1-2

+ E (_l1S-11Is(@)Z-sc) (mod I);
e-

0 = ao + a, + ...+ al_ -2,

the a's rational integers;

O(eU) = ao + ae + a2e2' + ag_2e(I 2).;

I(0) [ds log 0(e') 1
dvs ai'o

N(0) is the norm of 0; with similar definitions for x. This symbol has
been treated by a number of writers.1 So far, apparently, the value of
P has always been represented by summation of the type mentioned
above or analogous to it. In the present note I shall give a method for
carrying out this summation. To effect this we expand the expression
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